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Dongle-Free License Option
 

 
SonarWiz V7.01 will now run without a dongle so long as the PC on which it is installed contains
a valid license. A license is created by CTI staff, and is activated by the user.
 
CTI License Manager
 
The standalone utility for managing licenses on a user PC is called CTI License Manager. This
tool currently allows you to:
 
•  Activate a license
•  Deactivate a license so that it can be moved to another PC
•  Update a license if it has been changed by CTI staff (e.g. EMA date extended)
 
Internet access is required for activation, and the license must be activated on the machine on
which it will be used. The activation process creates a license file that is uniquely tied to that
specific PC. In addition, Sonarwiz will periodically attempt to validate the license by contacting
our database server. If, after repeated attempts, our server cannot be reached because there is
no internet connection, Sonarwiz will display a reminder message.
 
A license can be activated many times on the same, or a different PC. However, multiple
concurrent activations of the same license is blocked by the system. In other words, if I activate
a license on machine A, and then wish to activate it on machine B, I first have to deactivate it on
machine A. Deactivation of a license is done by pressing the Deactivate button on CTI License
Manager. Internet access is required for this.
 
Each new activation of a given license is called an installation. Thus, an active license is
identified by its license ID and its installation ID.
 
License Activation
 
1. The user is responsible for activating a license on their PC. This is done by running CTI
License Manager
and pressing the Activate button.
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2. Enter the License ID and Key supplied by CTI
 

 
Each new activation of a given license is called an installation. Thus, an active license is
identified by its
license ID and its installation ID.
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Deactivating a License
 
You would typically deactivate a license so that it can be moved to another machine.
 
Deactivation is done by using the Deactivate button in CTI License Manager. Doing this
deletes the
license file on the current PC and flags that installation of the license as deactivated in our
database.
 
Move a License
 
1. Deactivate on machine A
2. Activate on machine B
 
Note that in order to activate the license again, you will need the original license ID and key
(password).
 
Refreshing (Updating) a License
 
You will need to refresh a license after it has been edited by CTI staff. For example, after an
new
EMA expiry date has been set, or a new module has been purchased.
 
To refresh the license, simply presses the Refresh button in CTI License Manager. You do not
need to
know the license ID or password.
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Bathymetry Automatic Configuration
 
SonarWiz 7.1 has simplified the import process to reduce the number of steps the user needs
to perform to visualize their data. This is accomplished through four important changes to the
program: (1) Automatic Packet Selection, (2) Automatic Vessel Configuration, (3) Tide and
Sound Velocity Profile Extraction and (4) Automatic Merge on Import.
 
Automatic Packet Selection
 
In previous versions of SonarWiz, it was often necessary to know what data packets your
aquisition software had stored in the file before SonarWiz could properly extract the navigation,
attitude and bathymetric data. In SonarWiz 7.1, we've added logic to each of the file import
readers to pre-scan the file and make an educated guess at the appropriate datagrams. In most
cases, the data will import properly without any user-interaction.
 
For each of the bathymetric readers, you will see a new option in the File Type Specific
Options called Auto wherever it used to be necessary to make a choice. When Auto is
activated, the program will control which packet to use. Of course, it is still possible to override
the automatic selection by picking the appropriate packet manually.
 

 
Automatic Vessel Configuration
 
Another major convienience feature of SonarWiz 7.1 is Automatic Vessel Configuration. In
previous versions of SonarWiz, you needed to configure a vessel defintion before you could
begin importing bathymetry data sets. In 7.1, the file importer will automatically create a vessel
definition if necessary.
 
The vessel definition assigned to each file is indicated in the Bathymetry Files property list:
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When you open the Vessel Editor to this definition file you can see that the program has
automatically added the sonar model, a motion sensor and a navigation sensor, along with any
lever arm offsets that were stored in the file. A note in the vessel description will indicate from
which file the vessel was extracted from.
 

 
SonarWiz will only add new vessels if the sensor configuration of the new file is not found on an
existing vessel definition file in the project.
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Tide and Sound Velocity Profile Extraction
 
Some bathymetry file formats store auxiliary information such as tide water levels and sound
velocity profile information. In SonarWiz 7.1, these data will automatically be extracted,
converted to SonarWiz format and added to the project.

 
SonarWiz will attempt to consolidate tide information from multiple files into a single tide file
per day, and if the same sound velocity profile was embedded in multiple files, the program will
attempt to prevent adding redundant profiles to the project.
 
Automatic Merge
 
Taken together, Automatic Packet Selection, Automatic Vessel Configuration and Tide
and Sound Velocity Profile extraction make it possible to process a dataset immediately
after importing the file with little or no user interaction. This becomes especially useful during
Bathymetry Drag-and-Drop operations. The option to immediately execute the Merge process
after importing bathymetry files becomes much more useful. You can enable Automatic Merge
in the Program Options | Bathymetry Settings menu.
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Bathymetry Drag and Drop
 
Bathymetry datasets can now be dragged from the Windows File Explorer and dropped onto
the SonarWiz program screen to import them. SonarWiz will automatically extract the necessary
configuration information (see Bathymetry Automatic Configuration) to process the data files
immediately.
 

 
 
With drag and drop, many file formats can be processed in seconds.
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New Color Display Controls
 
Starting with SonarWiz 7.1, every dataset is assigned it's own user-defined color palette. This
gives the user much more flexibility in coloring data than was previously possible and allows
SonarWiz to support many more data types than used to fit into the old 8-pallet scheme of
SonarWiz 7.0 and earlier.
 
To support this, each dataset now has a Color Scale property which can be found on the
Display tab of the Properties window.
 

 
The user can click on the Color Scale name to see a drop-down list of the available palettes:
 

 
and they can open an advanced dialog the allows for fine grained control of how the color
palette is assigned to the dataset histogram
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It is easy to assign the same color palette to a large number of files. For example, if you want to
assign the same color palette to all the sidescan files in the project, select the files in the Project
Explorer and make a change to the palette in the Display property. Any changes you make are
assigned to all the selected files.
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Unified Waterfall Digitizer
 
SonarWiz 7.1 introduces a unified waterfall digitizing window that supports sidescan,
bathymetry and bathymetry backscatter datasets using the same interface. You can pick
contacts and digitize features irrespective of the underlying data type and all of the powerful
contact management and reporting features available in SonarWiz are now supported for
bathymetric targets.
 
Unified Waterfall Digitizing window
 
The waterfall display itself is rewritten to dynamically render sonar data on the fly so that it is
not sensitive to data type or volume. You can quickly step from one file to the next and one data
type to another. You can view sidescan, bathymetry and bathymetry amplitude data using the
familiar SonarWiz interface.
 
Sidescan:
 

 
Bathymetry:
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Bathymetry Amplitude:
 

 
Digitized Bathymetry Contacts
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The new digitizing waterfall allows you to pick contacts and draw features on sidescan or
bathymetry targets. You can leverage all of the contact management features of SonarWiz
are available for bathymetry contacts including the target strip, the contact editor, the contact
manager, report generation and contact exporting.
 
Bathymetry and Sidescan Contacts in the Sonar Contact Strip:
 

 
Bathymetry and Sidescan Contacts in the Contact Editor:
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Bathymetry and Sidescan Contacts in a Contact Report
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Multiple EGN Tables For Sidescan Projects
 
SonarWiz 7.1 introduces the ability to manage multiple EGN tables for sidescan projects.
EGN is a powerful gain processing function for correcting artifacts in sidescan sonar datasets.
However, it has the limitation that you need to build a new EGN table each time the sonar
operating mode changes (power or pulse width changes, changing frequency, etc).  If you
intend to blend data from different sonar models in the same project, the datasets from each
sonar should be processed separately. In previous versions of SonarWiz, the program only
supported one EGN table at a time.
 
Example Low and High Frequency data shown side-by-side:
 

 
The low frequency group should have a separate EGN table from the high frequency group.
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When you apply EGN, pick the table that you want to use:
 

 
The User can save as many EGN tables as they need.
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Enhanced LiDAR and SAS Support
 
SonarWiz continues to add support for additional data types so you will continue to have an all-
in-one solution for your survey processing. SonarWiz 7.1 adds enhanced support for vessel-
mounted laser scanners and introduces support for the Sonardyne MAS sidescan system.
 
Norbit iLiDAR
 
The NORBIT iLiDAR is the most compact terrestrial mapping sensor fully integrated with a
high resolution bathymetric multibeam system. With 300k data points per second in 30x360deg
coverage it is an ideal tool for mapping above water surface terrain for a complete picture from
a single pass.
 
SonarWiz offers full support for the iLiDAR system including both bathemeter and laser
processing and visualization.
 
 

 
 
Sonardyne Multi Aperture Sonar (MAS)
 
Solstice is a Multi Aperture Sonar (MAS) designed for Search, Classify and Map (SCM) and
Hydrographic AUV operations with integrated swath bathymetry. It has been tailored for AUV
operations providing high resolution imagery that can be used for mine recognition, hydrography
and post-mission analysis. The imagery produced by Solstice is designed to be of the highest
quality possible from side-scan sonar with an along-track resolution of 0.15°.
 
SonarWiz offers full support for the Solstice including drag-and-drop sidescan and bathymetry
processing.
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Multi-threading Everywhere
 
Throughout the product, you will see the program make better use of your computers
processors. Significant gains have been made in file importing and gain processing.
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